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Investigation of the differential operators with the generalized coefficients
having singular support on a disjoint set of points requires the consideration of the
distribution theory with the set of discontinuous test functions. Such a distribution
theory for test functions having discontinuity at one point is developed. A four-
parameter family of Schrodinger operators, formed by the operators with singularÈ
potential, singular metrics and singular gauge field, is considered. It is proved that
this family of singular interactions describes all possible selfadjoint extensions of
the second derivative operator defined on the functions vanishing in a neighbour-
hood of the point. Approximation by operators with smooth coefficients is dis -
cussed. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Differential operators with coefficients equal to the generalized func-
tions appear in different problems of applied mathematics and mathemati-
cal physics. These operators are closely related to exactly solvable
w xproblems in quantum mechanics, atomic physics, and acoustics 3, 11 . An
important class of such operators is formed by the differential operators
with the coefficients having singular support on a disjoint set of points.
Such operators will be named ``operators with singular interactions'' in the
future. Every such selfadjoint operator can be described as an extension of
the symmetric operator defined by the same differential expression on the
set of functions with the support disjoint from the singular support of the
coefficients. All selfadjoint extensions of these operators will be named
``selfadjoint perturbations''.
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The selfadjoint perturbations of the differential operators can be studied
with the help of the von Neumann extensions theory for symmetric
operators or the Krein theory. The operator with singular interaction was
introduced by Fermi. The first mathematically correct investigation of the
operator with singular interaction was carried out by Berezin and Faddeev
w x  3.6 . A Laplace operator in L R with singular interaction at one point2
has been considered. The most complete collection of solved problem
involving singular interactions in dimensions one, two, and three can be
w xfound in the monograph by Albeverio et al. 3 . The monograph by
w xDemkov and Ostrovskii 11 contains numerous applications of the de-
scribed Hamiltonians to physics. Generalizations of the singular interac-
tions involving additional space of interaction have been introduced by
w xPavlov 19 . The singular interactions with support on the low-dimensional
w xmanifolds have been studied in 20 .
Differential operators in dimension one are investigated in this paper.
The relations between the singular interactions and selfadjoint perturba-
tions for the first and second derivative operators have been discussed
w x3]5, 9, 10, 12]14, 16]18, 21 . The set of the selfadjoint perturbations and
singular interactions for the second order differential operator in dimen-
sion one is much wider than in the three dimensional space}it is de-
scribed by four real parameters. The four parameter family of selfadjoint
w xperturbations has been studied recently in 1, 2, 8, 9 . The aim of this paper
is to clarify the relations between the singular interactions and selfadjoint
perturbations for the second derivative operator. Four important questions
arise in this context:
1. How does one describe the selfadjoint perturbation corresponding
to the singular interaction?
2. Is it possible to describe all selfadjoint perturbations by the
singular interactions?
3. How does one describe all singular interactions leading to the
selfadjoint operators?
4. How does one approximate the operators with singular interac-
tions by operators with smooth coefficients?
The answers to these questions require detailed analysis of the distribu-
w xtion theory 15 . Consider for example the following first order differential
 .operator with the singular interaction M s i drdx q Xd , where d is theX
Dirac delta function, X g R. This differential expression is well-defined on
1 .the functions f g W R because these functions are continuous at the2
origin. But the range of an operator defined in such a way is not contained
 .in L R and consequently the operator is not selfadjoint. The selfadjoint2
operator corresponding to this differential expression can be defined on
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the discontinuous functions only. The product of the delta function and
discontinuous function is defined only in the framework of the distribution
theory for the discontinuous test functions. Then the natural extension of
 .the delta function to the set of discontinuous test functions c , d c s
  .  ..c q0 q c y0 r2, can be used. Using this extension of the delta
function, the operator M is defined as the operator of the first derivativeX
with the domain of functions, satisfying the boundary condition at the
 .  .  .  .  w x.origin 2 y iX c q0 s 2 q iX c y0 see 9, Section 6 . It is possible
to consider the singular interactions with the coefficient X equal to `
 w x.using the projective space formalism see for details 7, 17 .
A similar problem appears during the consideration of the following
second derivative operator with the singular interaction
d2
1.L s y q X d q X d , X , X g R, 1 .X X 1 2 1 221 2 dx
the Schrodinger operator with the generalized potential. The correspond-È
ing selfadjoint operator cannot be defined on a space consisting of func-
tions which are continuously differentiable at the origin.
Two examples considered here show that the singular interactions for
the first and second derivative operators cannot be defined in the frame-
  2 2 .work of standard distribution theory except the operator y d rdx q
.X d . We present and prove here only the most important facts from the1
 w xdistribution theory for the discontinuous test functions see 7, 17 for
.details . The operators with the singular interactions will be defined on the
basis of the developed technique.
A positive answer to the second question, originally pointed out by Seba
w x21 , can be given only if a wider family of singular interactions is
 .considered. The family 1 is described by two real parameters, but the
family of the corresponding selfadjoint perturbations is described by the
w xunitary 2 = 2 matrix, which contains 4 real parameters 9, 21 . Two other
w xfamilies of singular interactions have been studied in 9, 21 . But these
families of singular interactions do not cover all selfadjoint perturbations.
We are going to present here the four parameter family which describes
 w x.the whole class of selfadjoint perturbations see also 1, 2 . This family is
 .formed by the operator with the singular potential 1 , singular metrics,
and singular gauge field. We extend the family of operators by considering
the parameters from the projective space P 4. It is proved that the set of all
selfadjoint perturbations of the second derivative operator coincides with
the family of operators with the singular interactions.
We give an answer to the third question in the framework of the
distribution theory developed here. It is proved that only the four parame-
ter family of singular interactions considered leads to selfadjoint operators.
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We show that every second order differential operator with a singular
interaction can be approximated by a certain sequence of differential
operators with the interaction defined by continuous short range coeffi-
cients.
2. DISTRIBUTION THEORY FOR DISCONTINUOUS TEST
FUNCTIONS
2.1. Test Functions and Distributions
We introduce the set K of test functions with a possible discontinuity at
the origin.
DEFINITION 1. The set of test functions K is the set of all functions
 .with compact support on the line y`, q` having uniformly bounded
derivatives of any order outside the origin.
The support of these functions is not necessarily separated from the
origin. Functions from K can be discontinuous at the origin, but the limits
of the functions and all derivatives from the left and from the right of the
point zero exist and are finite. Convergence in this space is defined as
follows:
 4DEFINITION 2. A sequence w of functions in K is said to converge ton
a function w g K if and only if
 .1 There exists an interval outside which all the functions wn
vanish;
 .  k .42 The sequence w of derivatives of order k converges uni-n
formly outside the origin on this interval to w k . for every k.
Distributions corresponding to these test functions can be defined in the
standard way:
DEFINITION 3. A distribution f from K 9 is a linear form on K such
that for every compact set B ; R there exist constants C and n such that
ad
f w F C sup w , w g K , supp w g B. 2 .  .  .  /dxx/0aFn
Standard methods of the theory of distributions can be applied to
studying the set K 9. We are going to compare these distributions with the
` .distributions corresponding to the test space D s C R . The set of0
distributions for the test functions D is usually denoted by D9. The
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difference between the spaces K 9 and D9 is ``local'' and related to the
special behaviour of the test functions from K near the origin.
2.2. Generalized Deri¨ ati¨ e
The derivative of any distribution in K 9 will be defined using the
formula, which is valid for any distribution defined by the function f g
`  4.C R _ 0 .0
DEFINITION 4. Let f g K 9, w be a test function from K, then the
derivative D f of the distribution f is defined by the equationx
d
D f w s yf w , 3 .  .  .x  /dx
 .where the derivative of the test function drdx w is calculated in the
classical sense at every point x outside the origin.
We note that according to our definition the derivative of the test
 .function drdx w does not contain any delta-functional singularity at the
origin, even if the test function is discontinuous there. This definition of
the derivative allows us to calculate the derivative of any distribution from
K 9. The definition of the derivative involving the delta function would
restrict the class of differentiable distributions.
The derivative of a distribution in K 9 does not coincide with the
derivative defined in the classical sense. For example, the derivative of
the constant distribution is not equal to zero. We shall use in future the
 . 1.notation drdx c for the classical derivative and D c s c - for thex
generalized derivative in K 9.
LEMMA 1. The deri¨ ati¨ e of the constant distribution c is equal to the
distribution cb , where distribution b is defined by the formula
b w s w q0 y w y0 . 4 .  .  .  .
Proof. Let w g K, then
d
D c w s yc w .  .x  /dx
q`d d0
s yc w x dx q w x dx .  .H H /dx Dxy` 0
s c w q0 y w y0 . .  . .
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Higher derivatives of the constant distribution can be calculated in a
similar way:
ny1 ny1d dny1nD c w s y1 c w q0 y w y0 . 5 .  .  .  .  .x  /  / /dx dx
All derivatives calculated here are distributions vanishing on the set of
test functions infinitely differentiable at the origin.
2.3. Delta Function and Its Deri¨ ati¨ es
We are going to discuss the definition of the delta function with support
at the origin. The delta function is defined usually as a functional on the
set of C` functions by the following formula:0
d w s w 0 . 6 .  .  .
It is obvious that this linear functional can be extended to the set of all
 .functions continuous at the origin using the same formula 6 . But this
formula cannot be used for the delta function in K 9 since the value of a
test function from K at the origin is not defined.
The delta function is an even distribution. We can use this property to
calculate the delta function on the discontinuous test functions. If the
distribution f is even, then the following formula is valid for every testeven
function w :
w x y w yx w x q w yx .  .  .  .
f w s f q f .even even even /  /2 2
w x q w yx .  .
s f .even  /2
 .Every even function from K is continuous at the origin and formula 6
can be used to calculate the value of the delta function. We shall use the
following definition in the future:
DEFINITION 5. The delta function in K 9 with support at the origin is a
linear functional on K defined by the formula:
w q0 q w y0 .  .
d w s . .
2
The approximative delta-function sequence can be defined by any even
 . ` q`  .function V x g C , H V x dx s 1. The sequence of functionals corre-0 y`
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e  .  .  .sponding to the functions V x s 1re V xre converges to the delta-
function in the space K 9 when e ª 0,
q` q`1 x
elim V w s lim V w x dx s lim V x w e x dx .  .  .  .H H /e «eª0 eª0 eª0y` y`
q`0
s V x w y0 dx q V x w q0 dx .  .  .  .H H
y` 0
w y0 q w q0 .  .
s .
2
The derivatives of the delta function can be easily calculated using
Definition 4:
n n
drdx w q0 q drdx w y0 .  .  .  .nnD d w s y1 . 7 .  .  .x 2
The delta function and its corresponding derivatives so defined possess
the same properties as the standard delta function with respect to the
inversion and scaling transformations. The inversion and scaling transfor-
mations are defined on the test functions as follows
Iw x s w yx ; S w x s w cx . .  .  .  .  .  .c
Similar transformations for the distributions are defined in the standard
way
1
I f w s f Iw ; S f w s f S w . 8 .  .  .  .  .  .c 1r c /c
LEMMA 2. The nth deri¨ ati¨ e of the delta function is a homogeneous
 . n  .nq1 ndistribution of order y n q 1 : S D d s 1rc D d . The nth deri¨ ati¨ e ofc x x
the delta function is an e¨en distribution if n is an e¨en number and an odd
n  .n ndistribution if n is an odd number: I D d s y1 D d .x x
Proof. The proof can be carried out by direct calculations.
We note that the delta function in D9 possesses the same properties
with respect to the inversion and scaling transformations. Moreover, the
w xfollowing lemma can be proved 17 .
LEMMA 3. Let the distribution f from K 9
n n .1. be equal to D d for the test functions from C R ;x 0
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2. be a homogeneous distribution;
3. be an e¨en distribution if n is an e¨en number and an odd distribu-
tion if n is an odd number;
then this distribution coincides with the nth deri¨ ati¨ e of the delta function on
K 9: f s Dnd .x
2.4. Generalized and Classical Deri¨ ati¨ es
We define by K the set of all bounded functions which are infinitelyloc
differentiable outside the origin with possibly a jump discontinuity at the
origin. We suppose that the limits of all derivatives from both sides of the
origin are finite. Distributions b and d have unique extension to this class
of test functions. Two different derivatives are defined such functions:
the derivative calculated as an ordinary function at every point outside
 .the origin}the classical derivative drdx c ;
the derivative calculated as a distribution}the generalized derivative
D c s c 1..x
The difference between these two derivatives is illustrated by the follow-
ing.
LEMMA 4. The generalized deri¨ ati¨ e D c and the classical deri¨ ati¨ ex
 .drdx c of an arbitrary function c g K are related asloc
d
D c s c q b c d q d c b , 9 .  .  .x dx
where d is the delta function and b is the deri¨ ati¨ e of the unit distribution.
Proof. The generalized derivative for any distribution c g K actingloc
on an arbitrary test function w g K is equal to
q`d d d0
D c w s yc w s y c x w x dx y c x w x dx .  .  .  .  .H Hx  /dx dx dxy` 0
d0
s yc y0 w y0 q c x w x dx q c q0 w q0 .  .  .  .  .  .H dxy`
` d
q c x w x dx .  .H dx0
d
s c w q b c d w q d c b w . .  .  .  .  .
dx
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The last lemma shows another time that the derivative of the distribu-
tion in K 9 does not coincide with the derivative in D9. The difference
vanishes on the test functions from D.
Similar results can be proved for the second derivative:
LEMMA 5. The second generalized deri¨ ati¨ e D2c and the second classicalx
 2 2 .deri¨ ati¨ e d rdx c of arbitrary function c g K are related as follows:loc
d2
2D c s c q d c D b y D d c b q b c D d y D b c d . 10 .  .  .  .  .x x x x x2dx
2.5. Product of Distributions
The product of two distributions can be defined if one of these distribu-
tions is a function from K .loc
DEFINITION 6. The product of any distribution f g K 9 and any function
c g K is defined asloc
fc w s c f w s f cw , .  .  .
where w g K is an arbitrary test function.
This definition is correct because the product of c g K and any testloc
function from K is a function from K again. We have in particular for the
delta function and any c g K ,w g K,loc
c q0 w q0 q c y0 w y0 .  .  .  .
cd w s d cw s .  .
2
b c b c .  .
s d c d w q b w « cd s d c d q b . 11 .  .  .  .  .
4 4
We used in the last formula a natural extension of the definition of the
distributions d and b to the set K . The formula for the derivative of theloc
product of two distributions involves their classical and generalized deriva-
tives.
LEMMA 6. Let c g K , f g K 9, thenloc
d
D c f s c D f q f c . 12 .  .x x dx
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Proof. We have for any w g K
d d d d
D c f w s yc f w s yf c w s yf cw q f w c .  .  .x  /  /  /  /dx dx dx dx
d d
s D f cw q f c w s c D f w q f c w . .  .  .  .x x /  /dx dx
The product of any function c g K and the derivative of an arbitraryloc
distribution f g K 9 can be calculated in accordance with the formula
d
c D f s D c f y c f . 13 .  .x x  /dx
 .  .The following formula can be derived using Eqs. 11 and 13 for the delta
function and arbitrary c g K :loc
D b c b c .  .x
c D d s d c D d q D d c d q b q D b . 14 .  .  .x x x x4 4
3. SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
WITH SINGULAR INTERACTION
3.1. Selfadjoint Perturbations
We are going to study now the selfadjoint perturbations of the second
derivative operator yD2 in dimension one. A selfadjoint perturbation atx
the origin for this operator is a selfadjoint extension of the symmetric
operator
L00 s yD2 , Dom L00 s c g W 2 R , c 0 s c 9 0 s 0 . 15 .  .  .  .  . 4x 2
00 2  00 .The adjoint operator L * s yD is defined on the domain Dom L * sx
 2  4.4c g W R _ 0 .2
LEMMA 7. E¨ery selfadjoint extension of the operator L00 coincides with
the operator L00*, restricted to the set of functions, satisfying the boundary
conditions at the origin of one of the types
c q0 c y0 .  . a biw1 s J , J s e 16 .  . / /  / c dc 9 q0 c 9 y0 .  .
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w xwith the real parameters w g ypr2, pr2 , a, b, c, d g R such that ad y bc
s 1;
hqf 9 q0 s hqf q0 .  .0 12 , 17 .  .y y h f 9 y0 s h f y0 .  .0 1
"  " ". 1with the parameters h s h , h from the projecti¨ e space P .0 1
w xThis lemma has been proved in 9, 21 . Selfadjoint operators, described
by the boundary conditions of the first type, will be named ``connected''
because these conditions connect the boundary values of the function on
the left and right halflines. Selfadjoint operators of the second type will be
named ``separated.'' These operators are equal to the orthogonal sum of
the second derivative operators defined on the halflines.
3.2. Singular Interactions: Four Parameter Family
We are going to study now the four parameter family of the second
derivative operators with singular interactions. The selfadjoint extensions,
corresponding to the family, will be calculated. See Section 3.6 for the
physical interpretation of the parameters.
THEOREM 1. The second order differential operator with the singular
interaction at the origin
L s yD2 1 q X d q iD 2 X d y iX d 1. q X d q X y iX d 1. , .  . .X x 4 x 3 4 1 2 3
18 .
 . 4X s X , X , X , X g R , coincides with the second deri¨ ati¨ e operator1 2 3 4
2 2  4.yD defined on the domain of functions c g W R _ 0 , satisfying thex 2
following boundary condition at the origin:
c q0 .
d1.
c q0 . 0dx
2 22 q X y X X q X y4 X .2 1 4 3 4
2 22 22 y iX q X X y X 2 y iX q X X y X .  .3 1 4 2 3 1 4 2s
2 24 X 2 y X y X X q X .1 2 1 4 3 02 22 22 y iX q X X y X 2 y iX q X X y X .  .3 1 4 2 3 1 4 2
=
c y0 .
d , 19 .
c y0 . 0dx
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 .2 2if 2 y iX q X X y X / 0;3 1 4 2
d
c q0 . 1 X y 2 0 c q0 .dx 22. s 20 . /  /d 0 X q 2 c y0X  .24 0c y0 .
dx
if 4 q X X y X 2 s 0, X s 0, X / 0;1 4 2 3 4
d X¡ 1
c q0 s c q0 .  .~3. 21dx 4  .¢c y0 s 0 .
if X s 2, X s 0, X s 0;2 3 4
¡c q0 s 0 .~ d X4. 22 .1
c y0 s y c y0 .  .¢dx 4
if X s y2, X s 0, X s 0.2 3 4
Proof. The domain of the operator L coincides with the set ofX
 .functions c g L R , which are solutions of the equation L c s f for2 X
 .some function f g L R . We consider the last equation in the generalized2
sense with the set of the test functions D.1 Considering this equation for
the test functions with the support separated from the origin we deduce
2  4.that c g W R _ 0 . The functions from this Sobolev space are continu-2
ous outside the origin and have continuous bounded first derivative there.
 .The differential expression 18 is defined on such functions. The distribu-
tions d and b and their first derivatives can be defined on the functions c
2  4.from W R _ 0 as follows:2
c q0 q c y0 c 9 q0 q c 9 y0 .  .  .  .
1.d c s ; d c s y ; .  .
2 2
b c s c q0 y c y0 ; b 1. c s y c 9 q0 y c 9 y0 . .  .  .  .  .  . .
1The set of test functions is chosen equal to D because it forms a dense subset of the
domain of the second derivative operator yD2. Different choice of the test space would leadx
to a nonselfadjoint operator or an operator with the point interaction even if all coefficients
X , X , X , X are equal to zero.1 2 3 4
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 .  .Formulas 11 , 14 define the product of the delta function or its deriva-
2  4.tive and any function from W R _ 0 . The distribution L c g K 9,2 X
2  4.c g W R _ 0 can have singular support only at the origin. The singular2
term is equal to the linear combination of the distributions b and d and
their first derivatives. The distributions b and b 1. vanish on the test
functions from D. Then the distribution L c is equivalent to someX
 .function from L R if and only if the coefficients in front of the delta2
function and its derivative are equal to zero. We get the following linear
system:
d : b 1. c q X d c q X y iX d 1. c s 0 .  .  .  .1 2 3
d 1. : yb c q X q iX d c q X d 1. c s 0 .  .  .  .2 3 4
X y2 y X q iX X 2 y X q iX1 2 3 1 2 3«  /y2 q X q iX yX 2 q X q iX yX2 3 4 2 3 4
¡ ¦c q0 .
d
c q0 .
dx s 0. 23 .
c y0 .
d
c y0 .¢ §dx
The rank of the matrix in the last equation is equal to 2 and it defines the
two dimensional subspace in the four dimensional space of the boundary
  .  .  .  .  .  ..values c q0 , drdx c q0 , c y0 , drdx c y0 . We write conditions
 .23 in the form:
X X y iX1 2 3y 1 q
c q0 .2 2  /X q iX X c 9 q0 .2 3 4 01 y
2 2
X X y iX1 2 3
1 y
c y0 .2 2s . 24 . /X q iX X c 9 y0 .2 3 4 01 q y
2 2
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The determinant of the matrix in the left-hand side of the last equation is
equal to
y1 2 2D s 2 y iX q X X y X . . .3 1 4 24
If D / 0, then the matrix is invertible and these boundary conditions can
 .be written in the form 19 .
Consider the case D s 0. It follows that the coefficient X is equal to3
 .zero. The boundary conditions 23 can be written as
X X d2 2
1 q y1 q c q0 .
2 2 dx
X X d4 4 0  0c y0 .
2 2 dx
X X1 1
c q0 .2 2s . /X X c y0 .2 2 0y1 q 1 q
2 2
The determinant of the matrix in the left-hand side of the last equation is
equal to X . If X / 0, then the inverse matrix can be calculated and the4 4
 .boundary conditions have the form 20 .
Consider now the case D s 0, X s 0. It follows that X s "2. Bound-4 2
ary conditions, defined by X s 2, X s 0 and X s y2, X s 0 are2 4 2 4
 .  .equal to 21 and 22 correspondingly. All possible values of the coeffi-
cients X , X , X , X g R have been considered.1 2 3 4
2  4.Moreover, the image of every function c g W R _ 0 satisfying these2
 .boundary conditions is equivalent to a certain function from L R on the2
set of test functions from D. This completes the proof of the Theorem.
 .  .The boundary conditions 19 ] 22 can be considered for infinite values
of the parameters X , X , X , X . A good parametrization for this case1 2 3 4
can be done by using the formalism of projective space. We are going to
parameterize all singular interactions by X g P 4. We get the boundary
conditions for all elements from the projective space with the nonzero
component X with the help of the standard embedding of the space R40
4  .  .into the space P : X , X , X , X ª 1, X , X , X , X . The boundary1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
conditions corresponding to the other elements from the projective space
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 .will be defined using the homogenized analog of the linear system 23
X y2 X y X q iX X 2 X y X q iX1 0 2 3 1 0 2 3 /y2 X q X q iX yX 2 X q X q iX yX0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4
 .c q0
d
 .c q0
dx s 0. 25 . .c y0
d 0
 .c y0
dx
We shall use the following definition in the remainder.
DEFINITION 7. The algebraic set W is the set of elements from the
projective space P 4, satisfying the following three algebraic equations
simultaneously:
X s 0; 26 .0
X s 0; 27 .3
2 2X y iX q X X y X s 0. 28 .  .0 3 1 4 2
THEOREM 2. E¨ery element X from the projecti¨ e space P 4, which does
not belong to the algebraic set W, determines a unique selfadjoint extension LX
of the operator L00, described by the following boundary conditions:
1.
c q0 .
d
c q0 . 0dx
2 22 X q X y X X q X y4 X X .0 2 1 4 3 0 4
2 22 22 X y iX q X X y X 2 X y iX q X X y X .  .0 3 1 4 2 0 3 1 4 2s
2 24 X X 2 X y X y X X q X .0 1 0 2 1 4 3 02 22 22 X y iX q X X y X 2 X y iX q X X y X .  .0 3 1 4 2 0 3 1 4 2
=
c y0 .
d , 29 .
c y0 . 0dx
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 .2 2 4if X g G s 2 X y iX q X X y X / 0 ;1 0 3 1 4 2
d
c q0 . 1 X y 2 X 0 c q0 .dx 2 02. s 30 . /  /d 0 X q 2 X c y0X  .2 04 0c y0 .
dx
 .2 2 4if X g G s 2 X y iX q X X y X s 0, X / 0, X s 0, X / 0 ;2 0 3 1 4 2 0 3 4
d¡
4 X c q0 s X c q0 .  .0 1~3. 31dx  .¢c y0 s 0 .
 .2 2if X g G s 2 X y iX q X X y X s 0, X s 2 X , X / 0, X s3 0 3 1 4 2 2 0 0 4
40, X s 0 ;3
¡ ¦c q0 s 0 .~ ¥d4. 32 .
4 X c y0 s yX c y0 .  .¢ §0 1dx
 .2 2if X g G s 2 X y iX q X X y X s 0, X s y2 X , X / 0, X4 0 3 1 4 2 2 0 0 3
4s 0, X s 0 ;4
¡c q0 s yc y0 .  .~ d d5.
c q0 s y c y0 .  .¢dx dx
 .2 2 4if X g G s 2 X y iX q X X y X s 0, X / 0 .5 0 3 1 4 2 3
 .Proof. The rank of the matrix in the linear system 25 is equal to 1 if
 .2 2and only if X s 0 and X y iX q X X y X s 0. If the rank of the0 0 3 1 4 2
matrix is equal to 2, then the homogeneous linear system defines two
different boundary conditions as was shown during the proof of the
Theorem 1. Corresponding boundary conditions are the homogenized
 .  .analogs of the boundary conditions 19 ] 22 and cover the cases 1]4 of
the present theorem.
Consider the case when the rank of the matrix is equal to 1, i.e., when
 .  .conditions 26 and 28 are satisfied. The unique boundary condition
defines a certain linear subset Q in the domain of the adjoint operator
L00*. The operator L00* restricted on this subset is not symmetric. We are
going to prove that if the additional condition X / 0 is satisfied, then3
there exists only one selfadjoint extension of the operator L00 with domain
equal to a subset of this linear set Q.
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 .The unique boundary condition, defined by the system 25 , is equal to
X q iX c q0 q c y0 y X c 9 q0 q c 9 y0 s 0. 33 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .2 3 4
Every separate selfadjoint perturbation in this case should be described by
the Dirichlet boundary conditions. It is possible only if X s 0. The last4
 .  .equality together with the conditions 26 , 28 leads to the equation
yX 2 y X 2 s 0, which has only trivial solution X s 0. Thus, no sepa-3 2 3
rated selfadjoint perturbations correspond to such an element X.
Consider the connected selfadjoint perturbations. Substitution of the
 .  .boundary condition 16 into the equation 33 leads to the equation
X q iX ac y0 q bc 9 y0 y X cc y0 q dc 9 y0 .  .  .  .  . .  .2 3 4
q X q iX eyi wc y0 y X eyi wc 9 y0 s 0, .  .  .2 3 4
 .  .which should be satisfied for all values of c y0 and c 9 y0 . It follows
that the real coefficients a, b, c, d are solutions to the following linear
system with the real coefficients:
X 0 yX 0 yX cos w y X sin w2 4 2 3a
X 0 0 0 X sin w y X cos w3 2 3b s .
0 X 0 yX c X cos w2 4 4 0 0  0d0 X 0 0 yX sin w3 4
Coefficients a, b, c, d can be calculated if X / 0:3
X X2 4
a s sin w y cos w ; b s y sin w ;
X X3 3
X 2 y X 2 X2 3 2
c s sin w ; d s ycos w y sin w .
X X X4 3 3
 .2Then ad y bc s 1 y 2 sin w and it is equal to one if and only if w s 0.
y1 0The matrix J s determines the unique selfadjoint operator. It /0 y1
accomplishes the proof of the theorem.
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THEOREM 3. E¨ery element X g W determines the families of selfadjoint
extensions of the operator L00, described by the following boundary conditions:
1. if X / 0, X / 0 then1 4
X2
a y a q 1 .c q0 c y0 .  .X1
d ds ,Xc q0 c y0 .  .1 0  0a q 1 y2 y a .dx dx 0X2
a g R, 34 .
or
d¡
X c q0 s X c q0 .  .2 1dx~ ; 35 .d
X c y0 s X c y0 .  .¢ 2 1dx
2. if X s 0, then1
c q0 c y0 .  .
y1 bd ds , b g R, 36 . /0 y1c q0 c y0 .  . 0  0dx dx
or
d¡
c q0 s 0 .
dx~ ; 37 .d
c y0 s 0 .¢dx
3. if X s 0, then4
c q0 c y0 .  .
y1 0d ds , c g R, 38 . /c y1c q0 c y0 .  . 0  0dx dx
or
c q0 s 0 .
. 39 . c y0 s 0 .
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Proof. We are going to consider the three different cases separately.
1. Suppose that X / 0, X / 0, X g W. It follows that X / 0. The1 4 2
 .linear system 25 defines the unique condition
d d
X c q0 q c y0 y X c q0 q c y0 s 0. .  .  .  . .1 2  /dx dx
Every connected selfadjoint perturbation, corresponding to X, is defined
a biw  .by the matrix J s e . This matrix should be real w s 0 and the /c d
coefficients should satisfy the following liner system:
X¡ 1
c s a q 1 .
XaX y cX s yX 21 2 1 ~« . XbX y dX s X 21 2 2
b s d q 1 .¢ X1
The condition ad y bc s 1 leads to the equation a q d s y2. Then the
 .matrix J, corresponding to the element X, should be of the form 34 .
Every such matrix defines the selfadjoint perturbation. Every separated
selfadjoint perturbation corresponding to the element X is defined by the
 .boundary conditions 35 .
2. Suppose that X g W, X s 0, then X s 0. The unique boundary1 2
condition, defined by X, is equal to
d d
c q0 q c y0 s 0. .  .
dx dx
This boundary condition leads to the matrices J of the following type:
y1 bJ s , b g R. /0 y1
Corresponding separated selfadjoint perturbations are defined by the
Neumann boundary conditions.
3. The case X g W, X s 0 can be considered in a similar way.4
Theorem 3 is proved.
Thus the elements from W do not determine the selfadjoint perturba-
tion uniquely. Any operator from the corresponding family can be used to
describe the singular interaction.
Theorems 2 and 3 cover all possible values of X from the projective
space.
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LEMMA 8. The sets G , G , G , G , G , and W co¨er the projecti¨ e space1 2 3 4 5
P 4.
We note that the element X cannot be uniquely defined by the domain
of the operator. For example, elements with X s 0, X 2 y X X q X 2 / 00 2 1 4 3
correspond to the same selfadjoint operator, defined by the boundary
 .  .c q0 c y0conditions s y . /  / .  .c 9 q0 c 9 y0
3.3. Classification of the Selfadjoint Perturbations
We are ready now to prove our main result.
THEOREM 4. The set of all selfadjoint perturbations of the second deri¨ a-
 .ti¨ e operator in L R coincides with the family of operators with the singular2
 44interactions L , X g P .X
Proof. Every operator L is defined as the restriction of the secondX
2  4.derivative operator in W R _ 0 on a certain linear set. The boundary2
 .  .conditions defining the operators L are of the type 16 or 17 . It followsX
that every operator L is a selfadjoint extension of the operator L00. WeX
have to prove only that every such extension can be described by certain
singular interaction.
Consider first the arbitrary connected perturbation, defined by a certain
 .matrix J 16 . We are going to use the homogenized analog of the
 .  .conditions 24 . If the element X defines the boundary conditions 16 ,
then the following equation is fulfilled:
yX 2 X q X y iX1 0 2 3 a biwe  / /2 X y X y iX X c d0 2 3 4
X 2 X y X q iX1 0 2 3s . /2 X q X q iX yX0 2 3 4
The last equation can be written as a 4 = 5 homogeneous linear system:
X0
iw iw iw iw2 e c ye a y 1 e c yie c 0 X1iw iw iw iwy2 q 2 e d ye b e d q 1 yie d y i 0 X2iw iw iw iwy2 q 2 e a 0 ye a y 1 yie a y i e c 0 X3iw iw iw iw  02 e b 0 ye b yie b e d q 1
X4
s 0. 40 .
Let us denote by D , j s 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, the determinants of the 4 = 4 matri-j
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ces obtained from the 4 = 5 matrix by erasing the jth column. These
determinants are equal to
22 iwD s 2 ie 2 cos w q a q d ; .0
D s y8ie2 iwc 2 cos w q a q d ; .1
D s 4 ie2 iw a y d 2 cos w q a q d ; .  .2
D s y8i sin w e2 iw 2 cos w q a q d ; .3
D s y8ie2 iw b 2 cos w q a q d . .4
All the determinants are equal to the product of the phase factor ieiw and
a certain real factor.
If D / 0, then the rank of the 4 = 5 matrix is equal to 4. The solution0
 .  yi w yiw yiw yiw yiwof the system 40 is equal to yie D , ie D , ie D , ie D , ie D ,0 1 2 3 4
yi w . 4ie D g P . This element does not belong to W and it defines the5
selfadjoint perturbation uniquely. This perturbation necessarily coincides
with the one defined by the matrix J.
 . 4If D s 0, then the element 0, c, a q cos w, sin w, yb g P is a solu-0
tion of the linear system. If sin w / 0, then this element does not belong to
W and consequently defines the matrix of boundary conditions J.
Consider the case w s 0, a q d s y2. The set of all such matrices is
covered by the families
¡ ¦a b
2~ ¥a q 1 . , a, b g R, b / 0
y y2 y a¢ § 0b
or
y1 0 , c g R . 5 /c y1
These matrices can be described by the singular interactions X from the
 .algebraic set W. Both families are covered by the boundary conditions 34 ,
 .  .36 , and 38 . It is proved that every connected selfadjoint perturbation is
defined by a certain singular interaction.
Consider now the separated perturbations defined by the boundary
 . "conditions 17 . Suppose that both zero components of the elements h
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are not equal to zero, hq / 0, hy / 0. The coordinates of the element X0 0
can be calculated
¡ y qh h1 1
2 X s X q2 4 y q /h h0 0~ .y yh h1 1
4 X s X y0 3 y q¢  /h h0 0
If hy/ hq as elements of P1, then the elements X from G will define the2
boundary conditions. The coordinate X can be chosen equal to zero. The3
first coordinate should be calculated from the condition 4 X 2 q X X y0 1 4
2  2 2 .X s 0 « X s y4 X q X rX .2 1 0 2 4
The case hys hq is described by the elements of W. The boundary
 .  .  .conditions 35 , 37 , 39 cover all conditions of this type.
y  q q q .If h s 0, then the element X s h , 4h , 2h , 0, 0 defines such0 0 1 0
separated boundary conditions. If hq s 0, then the boundary conditions0
 y y y .are defined by the element X s h , y4h , y2h , 0, 0 . The theorem is0 1 0
proved.
3.4. Complete Description of the Singular Interactions
We are going to prove here that only the considered four parameter
family of singular interactions can be described by the selfadjoint opera-
tors in the framework of the developed approach. Every second derivative
operator with singular interaction having support at the origin has the
following form:
N N N2 1 0
2 n n. n n. n n.L s yD 1 q a d q iD a d q a d .  x 2 x 1 0 /  /ns0 ns0 ns0
2  4.This differential expression is defined on the functions from W R _ 02
only if the coefficients an, an, an, n s 2, 3, 4, . . . , are equal to zero. Con-2 1 0
sider the formal operator
L s yD2 1 q a0 d q a1 d 1. q iD a0d q a1d 1. q a0 d q a1 d 1. . .  .x 2 2 x 1 1 0 0
2  4.If c g W R _ 0 , then the singular part of the distribution Lc is equal2
to the linear combination of the distributions d and b and their first three
 .derivatives. This distribution is equivalent to a function from L R on the2
set of test functions D only if the coefficients in front of the d function
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and its derivatives are equal to zero. We get the following linear system:
ya1 0 0 0 d c .2
0 1 1 1.ya q ia ya 0 0 d c .2 1 2 s 0.
0 1 1 b c .ia q a ia y1 01 0 1  0 0 1.0 1 b c .a a 0 10 0
This linear system defines a selfadjoint operator only if its rank is equal to
2. Thus the following conditions should be satisfied
a1 s 0, ya0 q ia1 s 0. 41 .2 2 1
The boundary conditions defined by the linear system can be written as
ia0 q a1 ia1b c d c .  .1 0 1s .1. 1.0 1 /  / /b c d c .  .ya ya0 0
These boundary conditions define a symmetric operator if and only if the
coefficients ak satisfy the following homogeneous linear system:n
0 0¡a y a s 0,0 0~ 1 0 1a q ia y a s 0,0 1 0
1 1¢ia q ia s 0.1 1
 .These equations together with the equations 41 lead to the following
conditions on the coefficients
a0 , a0 , a0 g R: a1 s 0; a0 s y2I a1 .0 2 1 2 1 0
Such coefficients describe the four parmeter family of singular interactions
considered in Section 3.2. The following theorem is proven.
THEOREM 5. The set of selfadjiont second deri¨ ati¨ e operators with singu-
lar interaction of finite strength coincides with the four parmeter family of
 44operators L , X g R .X
3.5. Approximation by Operators with Smooth Coefficients
Every second order differential operator with singular interaction L ,X
 . 4X s X , X , X , X g R , can be approximated by the second order1 2 3 4
differential operators with smooth coefficients. The approximative opera-
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tor can be chosen in the form
L s yD2 1 q X V « x q iD 2 X V « x y iX V e 1. x .  .  . .  .« x 4 4 x 3 3 4 4
q X V e x q X V « 1. x y iX V « 1. x , .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 3
e  .where V x , i s 1, 2, . . . , 4, are even continuously differentiable delta-i
 .  .functional sequences may be different constructed in Section 2.3: V xi
` . e  .  .g C R « V s 1re V xre . The linear operators L are defined on0 i «
 . 2  4.the domain Dom L s W R _ 0 . The sequence of the linear operatorse 2
converges in the weak operator topology to the operator
Ä 2 1. 1.L s yD 1 q X d q iD 2 X d y iX d q X d q X y iX d .  . .X x 4 x 3 4 1 2 3
Ä 2 .   4.with the domain Dom L s W R _ 0 . It is enough to show thatX 2
k . e n. . k . n. .D V x converges to D d x in K 9 for all k, n g N. Let c gx x
2  4.W R _ 0 , w g K, then2
 .  .n nkqn kqnk . e n. « k . k .D V c w s y1 V cw ª y1 d cw .  .  . .  . .  /  /x « ª 0
s Dk .d n.c w . . .x
Ä Ä 2 .   4.The operator L on the domain Dom L s W R _ 0 is not selfad-X X 2
joint. This operator is an extension of the selfadjoint operator L .X
Thus every operator with the singular interaction can be approximated
by a sequence of selfadjoint operators every operator L , e / 0, ise
2 ..selfadjoint on the domain W R . The convergence should be considered2
in the sense of linear operators.
3.6. Se¨eral Examples
We are going to discuss the interpretation of the parameters
X , X , X , X , defining the four parameter family of singular interactions.1 2 3 4
Three different subfamilies of the operators, which appear in different
problems of mathematical physics, will be considered.
Let us study first the two dimensional subfamily of the SchrodingerÈ
operators with the generalized potentials
L c s yD2c q X d q X d 1. c . 42 . .X X x 1 21 2
Every such operator coincides with the second derivative operator defined
2  4.on the domain of functions from W R _ 0 satisfying the boundary2
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conditions
2 q X2
0c q0 c y0 .  .2 y X2
d ds . 43 .4 X 2 y Xc q0 c y0 .  .1 2 0  0dx dx 02 2 q X4 y X 22
The regularized Schrodinger operator with the singular Gauge fieldÈ
 .2  .2iD q X d y X d is the operatorx 3 3
L s yD2 q iX 2 D d y d 1. . 44 . .X x 3 x3
It is defined by the boundary conditions
2 q iX3
0c q0 c y0 .  .2 y iX3
d ds . 45 .2 q iXc q0 c y0 .  .3 0  00dx dx 02 y iX3
 .The Schrodinger operator with the singular density yD 1 q X d D isÈ x 4 x
the heuristic operator
L s yD2 1 q X d q X D d 1. . 46 .  .X x 4 4 x4
It is equal to the second derivative operator with the domain of functions
2  4.from W R _ 0 satisfying the boundary conditions2
c q0 c y0 .  .
1 yX4d ds . 47 . /0 1c q0 c y0 .  . 0  0dx dx
It follows that the coefficients X and X in the four parameter family of1 2
 .singular interactions 18 can be interpreted as the coefficients in front of
the d and d 9 potentials. The coefficient X defines the strength of the3
Gauge field with singularity at the origin. The coefficient X corresponds4
to the singular density.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the present paper can be easily generalized to the case of
a general second order differential operator with the singular support of
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the coefficients on the disjoint set of points. An infinite number of points
w xcan be investigated 3, 22 . The methods developed have been applied
w xalready to different problems in atomic and computational physics 10, 18 .
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